500 Series

nightingalechairs.com
FUNCTIONAL, COMFORTABLE.

Cricket chairs are easily grouped or stacked. Their custom wave-shaped back and range of color options will give any common space a custom look.
The Cricket is our ‘everything chair.’ Practical, durable, stackable, and comfortable, it serves a wide-range of functions and spaces. No matter your need, the Cricket will surpass it.

**Cricket 500**
The curved arms on the 500 model provide a sleek finish.

**Cricket 500F**
The 500F has thick, square armrests that provide reliable, sturdy support.
Providing ease of motion, the 500FCA’s wheels make it a versatile option for all workspaces where mobility is paramount.

The lack of armrests in the 501 model make it a freer sit, providing greater range of motion for multi-use functions.
TEXTILES

500F
CINCH | CLASSIC COLLECTION
CINCH03 | Honest

500F
KNACK | PATTERN COLLECTION
KNACK07 | Reed
The Cricket can be upholstered with our high-quality textiles, vinyls, or leathers. Customize your chair with our wide range of colors and grades on My Chair Maker: nightingalechairs.com/my-chair-maker
ISO 14001 & ISO 9001 CERTIFIED
TB117-2013 COMPLIANT

Made in a 100% waste free manufacturing facility.

DIMENSIONS DISCLAIMER
Dimensions are subject to change without notice.
Dimensions may have a variance of up to 0.5”.
Contact Nightingale if more precise measurements are needed.

TEXTILE DISCLAIMER
Nightingale only upholsters with top quality materials.

Nightingale recommends ordering product samples at
www.nightingalechairs.com/textiles before final purchase to get a
more accurate representation of color. However, due to slight variations
in dye lots, there can be slight color variations to received product.

Nightingale has made every effort to represent the colors and textures
of these textiles, vinyls and leathers as accurately as possible. However,
we cannot guarantee 100% accuracy, due to variations that occur in the
printing process.